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Abstract

This study examines the difference between the total spending on the election campaign in 54 Union councils during local bodies’ election and the expected developmental fund for the same area. The study is based on primary data collected from 324 contesting candidates for the chairmanship/vice-chairmanship of 54 union councils (UCs) in district Pakpattan during the local bodies’ election of 2015 in Punjab, Pakistan. Per local bodies council rules, a winning chairman of UC has to allocate developmental funds in the area. So, the whole process of local bodies’ election is for the finalization of a person among the people, who could be given the mandate to use the developmental funds. In this regard, we assume that the prevailing process of election is rent-seeking for society, in the sense that the total cost of the election process for society is greater than the developmental funds for which the same process is conducted. Candidates consume more than the allowed limit set by the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP). Hence, society bears the monetary cost of spending more than the set limit and non-monetary costs like rivalry, foes, conflicts, etc. The analysis of data shows that the total amount of campaign spending is 473.27 million rupees which are significantly more than the allowed limit, set by ECP as well as the total allocated developmental funds (128 million) of 54 union councils. The study shows that the whole process of local bodies’ election is putting rent of 345 million on society. Apart from monetary cost, this process brings those people to the power corridors who themselves break ECP rules. The study suggests comprehensive reforms in the process of the election campaign for saving society from its associated cost.
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1. Introduction

We know that market failure rationalizes the intervention and role of a government in the allocation of resources in an economy (Buchanan, 1968; Menon & Yao, 2017; Sun et al., 2020). In this regard, the debate regarding the process of formation of the government has converged on democracy (Downs, 1995; Sagar, 2019). In a democratic society, every adult, on average, is entitled to contest the election and become part of the government. Likewise, every adult has the opportunity to elect people, whom they wish and consider eligible for running the affairs of government. To let people, whom they should choose for running the affairs of government, the candidates are provided an opportunity to inform the general people, before the election, about the program they wish to implement after having the reign of government. Such dissemination of information is done through the election campaign. Hence, the process of the election campaign is an integral part of the formation of government in a democracy at all three tiers of government, that is, federal, provincial, and local (Saward, 2008).

The efficiency of the process of election campaign requires that the associated cost must not exceed the return that the ensuing government is supposed to provide to society. In other words, the net returns of the process of election must not be negative. Moreover, the private cost of each contesting candidate on an election campaign must not exceed the allowed limit for the same purpose set by constitutional bodies such as the election commission of Pakistan (ECP). In case this is not followed by the letter and spirit, then one can claim that the process of election campaign involves rent-seeking.1 In this paper, we are interested to examine whether the process of the election campaign is rent-seeking. We take local bodies’ election as a testbed for examining the answer to our question. We examine the amount of rent conferred on the society due to the process of the election campaign in local bodies election of 2015 held in district Pakpattan, Punjab Pakistan.

What is rent-seeking? According to Lambsdorff (2002), rent-seeking involves transfer costs. That is the rent-seeking activity is for transferring the fixed rent and such activities do not increase the size of the prize. Hence, in an effort to get the prize, if the cost of effort for transferring the prize gets bigger and larger, then, society falls to a disadvantaged position. Lambsdorff (2002) is of the view that this transfer cost of resources is rent dissipating. Tullock (1967) has explained such rent-seeking in terms of the administrative cost of transferring tax and tariffs revenue to state account from people account. Such administrative cost includes salaries of tax inspectors and customs officials as well as public costs for containing smuggling and tax evasion. Such costs lower welfare and is a sort of deadweight loss and waste. They are not aimed at increasing production or lowering costs to maximize profit. Tullock (1975) considers the effort for obtaining subsidies a pure waste that neither raises production nor bears

1The literature covers such discussion in the context of rent seeking. See, for example, Tullock (1967), Krueger (1974), Posner (1975) and Dougan, (1991).
any other fruit for third parties. Tullock (1975) is of the view that: “The transfer itself may be cost less, but the prospect of the transfer leads individuals and groups to invest resources in either attempting to obtain a transfer or to resist a transfer away from themselves. P-109”

Based on the above discussion we consider the money spent on the election campaign a transfer cost for having some fixed developmental funds. To our knowledge, the literature on election campaigns mostly discusses the relationship between campaigning cost and votes gained (see, for example, Ansolabehere & Snyder, 1996; Goldstein & Freedman, 2000). In addition, we find literature related to political contests for rents and transfer (Hillman & Riley, 1989; Fu & Wu, 2019). However, there is a lack of empirical analysis related to how political contest through the process of election campaigning becomes a transfer cost for the allocation of developmental funds. This paper aims to fill this gap by examining the transfer cost of developmental funds from the government exchequer to the doorsteps of common people in the 54 Union council of district Pakpattan.

We collect primary data from 324 candidates, who contested election for the seat of chairmanship/vice chairmanship of union council in district Pakpattan in the local bodies’ election of 2015 in the province of Punjab, Pakistan. The data is still valid as till today no new local election has been held. It is pertinent to mention that there are 54 union councils in district Pakpattan. Per rules of the Election Commission of Pakistan (F.4 (10)/2015-LGE (P)) a candidate for chairmanship/vice-chairman can spend up to PKR 100,000 (One hundred thousand) in the election campaign.²

Per rationality, the transfer cost of the developmental fund will be low if candidates avoid deviation in spending and follow the rules of ECP. However, spending on election campaigns is like N-players prisoner dilemma game. Each candidate in the election is like a player in this game. In case, each player sticks to the limit set by ECP, then transfer cost will be low and we will have a socially optimal solution. However, each player has an incentive for deviation from the rules of ECP if they think that doing so can attract more votes and increase their probability of a win. If every player plays the dominant strategy, Nash equilibrium will be sub-optimal, thus putting a huge cost on society. Based on this theory we expect a significant amount of rent-seeking activity, thus enhancing transfer cost, in the process of election campaigning during local bodies’ election of 2015 in Pakkпатtn, held in Punjab, Pakistan.

The analysis of the collected data shows that on average every candidate for chairmanship/vice chairmanship of union council consume 1.56 million Pakistani rupees

²The relevant clauses is 17(d) per code of conduct of ECP for contesting local bodies election (F.4 (10)/2015-LGE (P)) is: The contesting candidates of chairman and vice chairman of union council can spend 100000 rupees for election campaign.
(PKR) on the election campaign. Some candidates spend more than PKR 5.2 million. Furthermore, the cost of each subhead is multiple times the limit set by ECP. The society as a whole bears the rent of PKR 345 Million for the expected developmental fund of PKR 32 Million per year (PKR 208 million for 4 years). It is worth mentioning that we do not take into account the campaigning cost other than chairmanship/vice-chairmanship in a union council. In addition, we do not take into account the time and other non-material costs, when calculating this amount of rent.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the literature. Section 3 explains the structure of local government, election procedure and code of conduct. Section 4 describes the theoretical framework and explains the hypotheses of the study. Section 5 provides details about data collection. The details of the findings are provided in Section 6, while Section 7 concludes.

2. Literature Review

In the literature, we find studies examining the relationship between a candidate’s campaign expenditures and his or her vote share in U.S. politics (e.g., Ansolabehere & Snyder, 1997; Erickson & Palfrey, 1996; Green & Krasno, 1988; Jacobson, 1980, 1985, 1990). Likewise, we find literature on the same phenomenon for Britain (Pattie et al., 1995). The intuition behind these studies is that more spending ought to benefit the spender—that spending and vote share ought to be correlated; other things being equal (See also, Cox & Thies, 2000). The empirical findings on the effects of election campaigning at the local level support the view that campaign spending by parties or candidates put an impact on votes gained (Green & Krasno, 1988; Johnston & Pattie, 1997; Pattie et al, 1995). Evidence for this comes from analysis both of single elections and of election series in Canada (Palda, 1973), the United States (Grier, 1989; Jacobson, 1980; 1985; Welch & Hibbing, 1984), and Britain (Johnston et al, 1988; Pattie et al, 1995). In addition, we find studies that examine how rent-seeking behavior affect the political dynamics in African countries (Mbaku, 1994; Mbaku & Kimenyi, 2015).

A series of papers have explained various aspects of rent and rent-seeking after Tullock (1967). For example, Nitzan (1994) provides a review of models explaining the behavior of rent-seeking agents. The paper provides how various work such as Baik & Shogren (1992) model the rent-seeking process for risk-neutral agents having an equal probability of winning the rent. Other papers discuss how rent is modeled for the risk-averse agents (Hillman & Katz, 1984) and the asymmetric valuation of the prize (Baye et al., 1992). Likewise, Nitzan (1991) shows that when the competition for winning a prize is between two groups instead of two individual rent-seekers, the amount of rent dissipation drops. This is due to a decline in the intensity of the level of competition and free-riding by some contenders in the group. Hillman & Riley (1989) develop a general model of politically contestable rents and transfers which includes asymmetric valuation for the prizes. In such cases, the outlays made in contesting a prize are substantially
below the value of the prize. The reason is that asymmetric valuation acts as a barrier to entry and the number of agents actively contesting a politically allocated rent or transfer gets small.

Zupan (2015) discusses the supply side of the rent and examines how rulers, political leaders, and public employees can take advantage of their positions. The insiders in the government have the motive, political power, and opportunity of rent-seeking and hence are more likely to grab rent from people. For example, in China, 203 of the 1,271 richest people in the country (about one in seven) are delegates to the nation’s Parliament or its advisory body. The delegates’ combined net worth is nearly USD 500 billion. 18 of them have assets exceeding the combined wealth of all 535 members of the US Congress, ex-president Obama’s cabinet, and all nine members of the Supreme Court. Officials in the government have imperfect accountability and no competition on the supply side, hence, they earn more rent.

Patnaik (2015) shows that firms and industries across the world regularly engage with political and government players to obtain economic rents through a variety of strategic tools. Rovinaru and (2014) show that, for years, the US and several EU countries have provided government support that was found to be against WTO rules to airplane manufacturers Boeing and Airbus, respectively. Even in modern democratic countries, the costs imposed by rent-seeking – both indirectly through welfare losses and directly through the costs rent-seekers have to expand to secure their rents (Luchsinger & Mueller, 2003).

More related work with our papers is of Laband & Sophocleus (1992). They examine the expenditures on non-exchange, non-charity transfer activity in the United States in 1985. By non-exchange transfer, the study implies that the gain in wealth by the recipient(s) comes at the expense of one or more individuals from whom the transfer is originated. That is, the transfer is involuntary from the perspective of one or more individuals whose wealth is targeted. Such non-exchange and non-charity transfer activity include, but is not limited to, theft and theft prevention, fraud, and government-sponsored transfer programs. The study reports expenditure that is designed to facilitate and inhibit non-exchange transfers, executed privately or through the state. The numbers indicate that individuals plausibly invested nearly a trillion dollars in transfer activity that year. The nominal GNP of the USA in 1985 was just over $4 trillion, which includes numerous transfer-related resource investments that arguably should be subtracted out. Transfer activity thus apparently constitutes a much larger fraction of all economic activity conducted in the United States than previously recognized. The study terms such expenditure as rent-seeking as here a person is investing in protecting the gains which they have already achieved through some sources.

We take help from the literature of rent-seeking and want to show empirically; that to what extent expenditure on election campaign in a local body election is a transfer cost of developmental funds from the government to people. Based on the findings, we
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aim to show that each of the candidates is after some rents associated with a win (Frank & Cook, 2013).

3. The Structure of Local Government, Election Procedure and Code of Conduct

According to Punjab local government act 2013, the local government has three tiers and consists of the district, tehsil, and union councils. The government at the level of union council has 13 members including the chairman and vice chairman as shown in Table 1. Chairman and vice chairman contest election on one symbol. Each union council is further divided into six wards. Each ward contains 2000 to 3000 registered votes. There are 6 general counselors in each union council. These 6 general counselors are elected from 6 wards of the union council. There are 2 lady councilors, 1 minority councilor, 1 labor councilor and 1 youth member in each union council. One of the lady councilors is elected from the first three wards, while the second lady councilor is elected from the remaining three wards. On the other hand, the constituency of the labor councilor, minority councilor and youth member consists of all 6 wards of the union council.

Table 1: Composition of the candidate in a union council

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chairman</th>
<th>Vice chairman</th>
<th>General councilor</th>
<th>Lady councilor</th>
<th>Youth councilor</th>
<th>Minority councilor</th>
<th>Labor councilor</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The election commission of Pakistan (ECP) appoints “District Returning Officer” for every district and “Returning Officer (RO)” for every constituency. Per rules, ECP announces the schedule of an election. After the announcement people submit nomination papers for contesting an election. The nomination papers are checked by RO and announce decisions about its acceptance or rejection. An appeal against the acceptance or rejection of the nomination paper can be filed with the appellate tribunal, which makes the final decision. Next, the final list of the contesting candidates is prepared by RO and each is allocated election symbols according to party affiliation or per independent capacity of the candidate. After allotting of election symbol candidates start a formal campaign, which lasts till 48 hours before the day of the election. ECP provides copies of the voters’ lists to RO, who divide these copies among presiding officers per polling station. A voter can cast vote after confirming his name in the voter list, while polling is continuing from 8.00 am to 5.00 pm, without any break. Finally, the presiding officer counts the casted votes in the presence of the candidate or the agents of the candidates and makes a statement in which the details of all the votes of candidates are given. This statement along with unused material is sent to RO. In addition, the presiding officers announce the results of the polling stations and give its copy to relevant contesting candidates. After receiving results from all polling stations,
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RO compiles the unofficial results and sends them to ECP on the prescribed form. The official results are announced by ECP.

4. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses

We assume that a contestant candidate for chairmanship/vice-chairmanship is a rational economic agent (Sugden, 1991; Vriend, 1996). The objective of such an agent is to maximize private gains, which is winning the election. However, winning the election is not an end; rather it is a means to an end, which is to decide on the allocation of funds that are set aside in the annual budget of the Punjab government for each union council in a district. The dilemma is that making a decision about the allocation of funds for the developmental purpose of a union council is a social objective and the candidates are less likely to receive private rewards from this process. If other members of society receive benefits, he will also receive the same in the capacity of a member of the same society. Per economic theory a selfish person thinks about the private rewards, hence the maximization of the social objective cannot be the primary goal of a selfish person. In other words, every candidate must consider earning private rewards in the guise of promoting social objectives. Thus, each candidate expects to receive back some private returns from spending. All private returns are in the form of rents associated with a win (Frank & Cook, 2013). Such rents included but not limited to, granting approval to benefit his/her near and kins, receiving a kickback from contractors, becoming influential in giving/selling jobs etc. (Krauger, 1974; Hillman & Riley 1989)

According to Zuban (2015), government insiders capture rents as they face imperfect accountability. Financial rents can be secured through the diversion of public funds or from payments received from other sources (legal as well as illegal). The various potential channels for material remuneration include campaign contributions, honoraria, in-kind gifts, revolving-door positions in the industry, and payments to family members and family businesses. The rents may be derived from relevant interest groups in return for promoting particular policies. They also may accrue on account of politicians’ threatening to undertake activities that will make an interest group worse off. In addition, Zuban (2015) shows that people in government have power, opportunity, and motive for involving in rent-seeking. The “motive” is symbolized by the level of election spending.

We do not capture the total value of rent in the current study. However, we use the amount of spending over and above the allowed limit as a proxy for rent. We assume that a person is more rent seeker if the amount he spends during an election campaign is higher than the allowed limit. He must be expecting to get a return for this money. In case, he is not entitled to the salary against chairman/vice-chairman, this means that the marginal productivity of his job for the society is worth zero. In case, he is entitled to a salary, then the marginal productivity is worth the amount of salary. Hence, we can say that the consumption beyond such amount of salary is rent on the society, which the society will bear but is less likely to receive any reward for the same.
Based on the above discussion, we assume that the incentives associated with a win are likely to drag candidates to spend more on election campaigns than the set amount of ECP. The reason is that the election campaign process is like the N-players prisoner dilemma game. Every candidate should stick to the limit per set rules of ECP, however, every candidate has an incentive for deviation to consume more to attract more voters. Hence, hypothesis 1 of the study is:

**Hypothesis 1:** Every candidate is likely to deviate from the required standard of the allowed limit of the election campaign in order to earn the rent associated with a win.

In addition to the above, a candidate who belongs to the ruling party is more likely to consume more. The reason is that such candidates have the support of the ruling party. Hence, they know that after a win they can ask for extra funds and thus can reap more rents from kickbacks. Also, they can earn rent through various tactics such as giving jobs, releasing people from police custody, lodging and dislodging FIR with police, etc. Such candidates can easily realize people that he is indispensable for resolving their issues at the local and provincial level. Moreover, such candidates can go for returns against the law as they are less likely to face actions for such kind of actions from their opponents as the machinery of government is on average not cooperative with their opponents. The second hypothesis of the study, thus, is:

**Hypothesis 2:** A candidate affiliated with the incumbent ruling party in the province is likely to consume more as compared to other candidates

5. **Methodology and Data**

The secondary data on spending related to the election campaign by each candidate is not available. Hence, we designed a detailed questionnaire (see appendix A) and conduct a survey in “District Pakpattan”, which is located about 210 kilometers away from Lahore, the capital city of Punjab. According to the 2017 census of Pakistan, the district Pakpattan had a population of 1.82 million of which about 16 percent lives in urban areas. Most of the people of Pakpattan belong to 200 different small and large clans. However, the dominant clans are Wattoo, Doger, Gujjar, Rajpoot, Jutt, Khagga, Bodla, Aryin, Sukhera, Hottiya and Rath. Most of these clans have contested candidates at all tiers of an election. The main language in Pakpattan is Punjabi, which is spoken by 96 percent population. Agriculture is the main source of income for most of the population of Pakpattan.

The unit of analysis per questionnaire is a candidate who contested election for the post of chairmanship or vice-chairmanship in any of 54 union councils of district Pakpattan during local bodies’ election held in 2015. Per ECP data 340 candidates contested election in 54 union councils of district Pakpattan. Out of these 340 candidates, we conducted interviews with 324 candidates. Out of 324 candidates, only

---

4 It is to be noted that, we would have included fresh data, but new local election has not been held after 2015, till today.
4 candidates were interviewed through their kin, the rest of all candidates were interviewed in person directly. Our respondents include candidates from all mainstream political parties like Pakistan Muslim League Nawaz (PML-N), Pakistan Tehreek Insaff (PTI), Pakistan People Party (PPP), Jamat Islami (JI), Pakistan Awami Tahreek (PAT) and independent.

6. Results

We present results in various sub-section. In this regard, section 6.1 provides an overview of total campaigning cost. On the other hand, sections 6.2 and 6.3 compare campaigning costs across all Union Councils and position holders, respectively. The analysis of campaigning cost across Political Parties is given in section 6.4. The other related details are given in section 6.5

6.1 An Overview of findings

Table 6.1 summarizes the total cost of the election campaign in the Local Bodies Election of 2015 in district Pakpattan.

Table 6.1: An overview of total spending on election campaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of constituency</th>
<th>Number of Seats</th>
<th>Nature of Candidature</th>
<th>Number of Candidates</th>
<th>Respondent Candidates</th>
<th>Total Campaigning cost in Millions</th>
<th>Average Campaigning cost in Millions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Union council</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Chairman and vice Chairman</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>473.27</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 clearly shows that the contested candidates for chairmanship and Vice-chairmanship in local bodies’ election deviated from the prescribed rules of ECP regarding election spending. This deviation from the prescribed rules of ECP shows support in favor of our first hypothesis. Everyone in the election is better off if every candidate stays within the limit of ECP rules. However, the objective of winning an election incentivizes deviation from the socially optimal outcome.

It is pertinent to mention that the estimated budget for 54 union councils which contain 84 urban wards is 32 million rupees per our discussions with the relevant authorities in the local bodies office in district Pakpattan. Likewise, these union councils and municipal wards generate some revenues. This generated revenue is also used for developmental purposes. Nevertheless, the contested candidates of local bodies’ election spent 473.27 Million rupees on the election campaign. This does not include the cost of the election campaign by candidates for councilors at wards levels. In other words, we have calculated the cost of a campaign for one seat of the union council, while there is a candidate who contests election for 12 other seats in a union council.
This shows that to obtain authority for spending developmental funds of about 128 million rupees, candidates for one seat only spend 473.27 million rupees. Hence, the whole process of election campaign add in transfer cost and show that candidates consume more so that to earn rents associated with a win.

We also examine whether election campaign spending varies across the union councils or not. Figure 6.1 depicts the average campaigning cost of candidates across union councils. It is evident from the figure, that rarely the average campaigning cost per candidate in a union council is less than a million rupees. The lowest and highest average campaigning cost ranges between 0.8 and 5.2 million rupees, respectively. The figure also shows that candidates of union council 11, 36 and 54 spent on average more amount than other UCs on the election campaign. Per our analysis and interviews, the main reason for this high expenditure is that candidates of these union councils are interested in contesting elections at a further higher level such as district government. Based on the above discussion, we can say that all candidates are players in this rent-seeking process. They don’t follow the defined rules regarding the election campaign spending set by ECP, thus hurting society negatively.

![Figure 6.1: Average campaigning cost across union councils](image)

### 6.2 Campaigning Cost and Winning Position Across all UCs

In order to examine whether the cost of campaigning plays any role in determining the position of a candidate in the list of winners, we present Figure 6.2. The figure compares the expenditure on campaigning across the first three positions holders in a union council.\(^5\) It is evident from the figure that the winner on average consumes more than the second and third position holders. The average expenditure of first position

\(^5\)It is to be noted that in some union councils the contest was held between two candidates. Hence, third bar does not exist for such union councils in the graph.
holder is PKR 4.63 million while the average expenditure of second and third position holders is PKR 4.00 million and 1.48 million, respectively. The analysis shows that expenditure on campaigning does play a role in determining the position. This finding is in line with the early literature. We can say that the incentive for winning attracts candidates for deviation from socially optimal equilibrium, which is sticking to the rules of ECP.

However, the question is that what drags a candidate for consuming such a high level of expenditure for a seat of chairman/vice-chairman which does not carry any monetary incentive? There is no answer to this question other than that each candidate is after the rents associated with winning. The society bears a huge transfer cost for assigning the mandate of using the developmental fund.

![Figure 6.2: Campaigning cost across position holders of all union councils](image)

6.3 Campaigning Cost across candidates of various Political Parties

Table 6.2 provides information about campaigning costs by candidates affiliated with various mainstream political parties.
Table 6.2: Campaigning cost across candidate affiliated with various political parties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party Name</th>
<th>Number of Union Council</th>
<th>Total Number of candidates</th>
<th>Total Expenditure (In Million)</th>
<th>Average Expenditure (In Million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PML(N)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>167.06</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>161.95</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTI</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>135.64</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAT</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JI</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>473.27</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that the average cost of the candidates of PTI is more than the average cost of the rest of the political parties which is not in line with hypothesis 2. However, there is no significant difference across the mean expenditure of candidates from PML (N) and PTI ($P=0.41$). Hence, we can claim that data provide some support in favor of hypothesis 2.

One can ask why candidates of PTI consume more than the candidates of PML (N). A possible answer is that the expenditure from the candidates of PTI is high as they have to compete with candidates from the ruling party of PML (N). Peer pressure from competing candidates could also force them for spending high on the election campaign. The closer the competition, the closer is likely to be the expenditure. This conjecture is also supported by Figure 6.3 which depicts the expenditure of the first three position holders across PML (N), PTI and independent. The figure indicates that on average the expenditure on campaigning by position holder is higher and close to the corresponding candidates on the same position. In the diagram, PPP shows a single bar as there were no candidates in the rank of second and third position holder from this party. Similar is the case of JI and PAT, whose candidates were not on the list of the first three positions.

![Figure 6.3: Average campaigning cost of candidates with respect to position across candidates affiliated with various political parties](image-url)
Table 6.3 provides details of the expenditure on the main three heads of an election campaign. The table helps us to know which category is costlier for the candidates. The table shows that candidates spent the highest amount on the provision of gifts and donations to voters. The second major head of election spending is an advertisement, while spending on the public meeting is the third major head for candidates. In nutshell, we can say that candidates on average consume more than the allowed limit on all main heads of the election campaign.

Table 6.3: Campaign cost across various heads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total Cost (Millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gifts and Donations</td>
<td>171.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>121.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Cost</td>
<td>99.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusion and Policy implication:

The main objective of an election process in general and at the local level, in particular, is to assign power and funds related to the collective objectives of a society. In this regard, all individuals are the same; hence all can claim the right to political leadership. In order to decide who among the people be assigned the collective responsibility, almost all civilized societies of the world have adopted the process of one vote-one person. The societies that are following this process are called democratic societies. In a democratic society, every adult, on average, is entitled to contest an election and become part of the government. Likewise, every adult has the opportunity to elect people, whom they wish and consider eligible for running the affairs of government. To let people, whom they should choose for running the affairs of government, the candidates are provided an opportunity to inform the general people, before the election, about their program. Such dissemination of information is done through the election campaign. Hence, an election campaign is an integral part of the formation of government at all three tiers of government, that is, federal, provincial and local.

The efficiency of the process of election campaign requires that the associated cost must not exceed the return that the ensuing government is supposed to provide to society. If this is not the case, then the process of election campaign reflects a huge transfer cost and shows a rent-seeking activity on the part of candidates. This paper examines the transfer cost and rent-seeking aspect of the process of the election campaign in a local bodies’ election at district Pakpattan, in the province of Punjab, Pakistan.

Rent-seeking is like the transfer costs of some funds or commodity. We find in the literature that transfer cost decrease welfare of the society as mentioned by Tullock (1967) that taxation and tariffs shift part of consumers’ rent to the state but require administrative costs in the form of salaries for tax inspectors or customs officials. Such
costs lower welfare and must be added to the Harberger triangle that is deadweight loss and is a form of waste. Based on the same example, an election campaign is like a transfer cost of some developmental funds from the government to the public. This is contrary to the transfer cost of taxation where funds come from the public to the government. To our knowledge, the currently available literature on election campaign examines the relationship between campaigning cost and votes gained (see for example, Ansolabehere & Snyder, 1996; Erickson & Palfrey, 1996) as well as election campaign and rent-seeking. This paper takes help from the available literature and empirically estimates the transfer cost and rent-seeking based on data of campaigning cost in 54 Union Councils of district Pakpattan. We collect data from 324 candidates, who contested election for the seat of chairmanship or vice-chairmanship in the 54 UCs of district Pakpattan.

Based on the referred literature, we assume that the campaigning cost for the transfer of developmental funds will be low if candidates avoid deviation in spending and follow the rules of ECP. However, the process of an election campaign is like an N-players prisoner dilemma game for the candidates. Each candidate is a player in the game. In case, each player sticks to the limit set by ECP, then campaigning cost will low, giving us a socially optimal solution. However, each player has an incentive for deviation as doing so can attract more votes. Hence, each player plays the dominant strategy, putting a huge cost on society. Based on this theory we expect a significant amount of rent-seeking activity in the election campaigning during local bodies’ election of 2015 in Pakpattan, held in Punjab, Pakistan.

Our data shows that on average a candidate for chairman/vice chairman in a union council consumes 1.56 million rupees on the election campaign. We also find that some candidate spends more than 5.2 million rupees. Furthermore, the cost of each subhead is multiple times the limit given by ECP. The society as a whole bears the transfer cost of PKR345 Million for the expected developmental fund of PKR 32 Million per year (128 million for 4 years). It is worth mentioning that we do not take into account the campaigning cost of the other 12 members of a union council as well as the time and other non-material costs while calculating this amount of transfer cost. In addition, the paper lack to quantify the rents, which each candidate is after. We do show that transfer cost is equal to election campaigning cost, which is like a rent-seeking cost, as it does not increase profit for the society. However, we could not show the exact amount of such prize or rent.

Our work offers grounds for reforms in the election process. First of all, the institution of ECP must show its presence with full strength, so that they can implement and impose their power related to the election campaign. Also, there should be support from all other institutions such as police, local administration with ECP in implementing their rules. Moreover, there is a need for serious discussion related to the cost associated with an election campaign at policy-making forums such as provincial and federal
parliament. The current process of election and the election campaign is not only inefficient but put a huge monetary and non-monetary transfer cost on the society. Hence, the members of the parliament of Pakistan should seriously consider the transfer cost and renting aspect of an election campaign and come up with a substitute that is democratic as well as cost-efficient.
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Appendix

QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Respondent,

We are from the School of Economics Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad and working on a research project related to the election campaign. In this regard, we need some information. We shall be grateful if you kindly provide me the following information to the best of your knowledge. We assure you that all information will remain private and used for the purpose of this research. Thanks in advance for your cooperation and valuable time.

Part A: General Profile of the Respondent

Name of the respondent (optional)

Please tick the box next to the answer of your choice.

1. The name of your District is 1) Pakpattan 2) Okara
2. The nature of your Union Council is 1) Urban 2) Rural
3. Which seat did you contest for? 1) Chairman 2) Vice-chairman
4. Which party ticket did you hold? 1) PTI 2) PMLN 3) PPP 4) Independent 5) other (please specify)
5. Which Brothery do you belong to?
6. What is your age?
7. Since how long are you active politically? 1) Since forefathers 2) Since-------Year
8. Did you contest the election before the 2015 local bodies poll? 1) Yes 2) No
9. What is your education level? 1) School 2) College 3) University
10. Do you have a spiritual relationship with any person/Durbar? 1) Yes 2) No
   If yes, then kindly mention the name
11. Did you get any support during the election campaign from your peer? 1) Yes 2) No

Part B: Election Turn Over

12. Total registered voters as per ECP in the constituency

114
13). Total casted votes in your constituency
14). How many votes did you receive?
15). Total number of contested candidates
16). Your position in the final outcome of election
17). How many votes did you receive from Brothery?

Part C: Details about Advertisement Cost during the Election Campaign
18). Did you give any advertisement on T.V channels during an election campaign?
   1) Yes 2) No
   If yes, then how much is the approximate total cost of such an advertisement?
19). Did you give any advertisement in the newspaper?
   1) Yes 2) No
   If yes, then how much is the approximate total cost?
20). Did you give any advertisement on cable channels?
   1) Yes 2) No
   If yes, then how much is the approximate total cost?
21). Can you please tell us that the approximate total cost of Pena flexes (Billboards)?
22). Can you please tell us the approximate total cost of all types of Banners?
23). Can you please tell us the approximate total cost of all types of posters?
24). Can you please tell us the approximate total cost of all types of badges?
25). Can you please tell us the approximate total cost of any kind of flushing types of bill boards?
26). Can you please tell us about the approximate total cost of all types of advertisement including the one we have asked above as well as the one we have not asked for?

Part D: Details about Transportation Cost during the Election Campaign
27). What is the approximate total cost of transportation during the election campaign before the day of the election?
28). What is the approximate total transportation cost on the day of the election?

Part E: Public Meetings during the Election Campaign
29). How many corner meetings did you conduct during an election campaign?
30). What was the approximately average cost of each corner meeting?
31). How many corner meetings were sponsored by other people?
32). How many large public gatherings did you conduct during an election campaign?
33). What was the average cost of each large public gathering?

Part F: Cost on Agents and Other Staff during the Election Campaign
34). Did you hire any staff or agent for the purpose of an election campaign?
   1) Yes 2) No
   If yes, how many agents/staff?
35). What is the approximate total cost of an all agent/staff?

Part G: Unsolicited Materials Cost
36). Can you kindly tell us about the total cost of items other than what we have asked for above?
37). Did anyone ask (demand) for financial help before the election? 1) Yes 2) No
If yes, then how much help did you make?

Part H: Cost on the Day of Election at Each Polling Station
38). How many polling stations are in your union council?
39). How much is the average cost of each polling station on the day of the election?

Part I: Personal Expenses during the Election Campaign
40). Did you buy or hire any special vehicle during an election campaign? 1) Yes 2) No
If yes, then how much is the total cost?
41). Did you hire a special gunman for security purposes during an election campaign?
1) Yes 2) No If yes, then how much is the total cost?
42). Did you buy any weapon for security purposes during an election campaign?
1) Yes 2) No If yes, then how much is the total cost?
43). Did you do any personal shopping during an election campaign? 1) Yes 2) No
If yes, then how much is the total cost?
44). Any other expense which we did not ask in the above question?
45). Did you become the chief guest in any type of sports tournament during the election campaign?
1) Yes 2) No If yes then, how many times?
46). Did you announce any prize or sponsorship in the capacity of chief guest?
1) Yes 2) No If yes then, how much?

Part J: Donations
47). Did you receive any donations? 1) Yes 2) No If yes, then how much?
48). Did you reject any offer of donation? 1) Yes 2) No If yes, then how much?

Part K: Source of Livelihood
49). What is the nature of your Job 1) lawyer 2) Businessman 3) Zamindari 4) Other
50). Did you inherit any assets from your forefathers? 1) Yes 2) No
If yes then, how much?